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Philosophy 

At Affirmative Investment Management (AIM), responsible investment is integral to everything we do. 
Our mission is to manage fixed income portfolios that generate both financial returns and meaningful 
and positive environment and social impacts. We invest for impact, with all investments supporting the 
Paris Agreement and/or the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

We believe in positive selection of securities, integration of environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
standards, application of exclusionary criteria and support for allocating capital to issuers transitioning to 
a low carbon economy and generating positive environmental and social impact. 
 
 

Our investment beliefs 

• We believe we can generate both mainstream investment returns and deliver positive environmental 
and social impact. 
 

• We believe countries, organisations and companies with higher ESG standards will have more 
sustainable business models. 
 

• Our view generation is underpinned by research, both fundamental macro-economic research and 
credit research. 
 

• Portfolio construction, risk management and operational infrastructure are integral to successful fixed 
income portfolio management. 
 

• Debt holdings play an important role in investment portfolios and are critical mechanisms for positive 
change and transition to net zero. 
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Our impact investment beliefs 

We believe in focus, engagement, collaboration and transparency. 
 

• Focus: We seek to do one thing at a level of excellence rather than many things. We manage fixed income 
portfolios that seek to generate market returns plus financial alpha that also have a net positive 
environmental and /or social impact. 
 

• Engagement: We actively engage with potential and current impact bond issuers and intermediaries to 
promote the development and maintenance of standards that will ensure a high level of transparency 
and a clear ongoing commitment to positive environmental and/or social impact. Our goal is to work 
with issuers and intermediaries to encourage ambition, enhance impact reporting and harmonise post 
issuance disclosure in the impact bond market. 
 

• Collaboration: We believe positive change is only truly meaningful when it is shared. We actively 
collaborate with global sustainability experts and initiatives to support collective action. 
 

• Transparency: We expect high levels of transparency from issuers and hold ourselves to the same 
standards. Our annual Impact Report underpins our commitment to transparency to our clients. 
 
 

UN Principles for Responsible Investment 

We actively incorporate the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (“Principles’), into our business 
and 
investment process. 
 

• Principle 1: We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making processes. 
 

• Principle 2: We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies and 
practices. 
 

• Principle 3: We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we invest. 
 

• Principle 4: We will promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles within the investment 
industry. 
 

• Principle 5: We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the Principles. 
 

• Principle 6: We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the Principles. 
 
 

Our verification approach 

Verification is the structured and detailed assessment process undertaken by our credit and 
sustainability teams to determine whether an issuer or security has sufficient positive impact to enter 
our investable universe. It is a key facet of our approach to impact investing. Over the years we have 
established, developed and refined our proprietary verification framework, SPECTRUM, and it will 
continue to evolve. SPECTRUM provides the credit and sustainability teams with a framework to 
structure a detailed assessment around. It is an active, forward-looking framework, leveraging the 
expertise and judgement of our experienced team of analysts. SPECTRUM uses a positive selection 
approach to identify and 
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screen both issues and securities for meaningful and measurable impact. We only invest in bonds that 
fulfil our proprietary SPECTRUM criteria. 

 
S  USTAINABLE 

Aligned with our purpose to support the UN SDGs and 
Paris Agreement on Climate Change. 

 
 
P  

 
 
OSITIVE EXTERNALITIES 

Positive environmental and/or social externality 
associated with their issuance. Criteria include: social and 
environmen tal sectors, geographical and socio-e conomi c 
context, policy and strategy context. 

 

E 

 

THICS & ISSUER CONDUCT 

Issuers must have appropriate governance, policies and 
operational conduct. Criteria include: human resources 
management, tax transparency, marketing practices and 
technology resilience. 

 
C  

 
REDIT 

Issuers must be credit worthy from a financial 
perspective. Cri teria include: indu stry ou tlook, co mpe ti tive 
position, country risk. 

 

T  

 

RANSPARENT 

Clear and transparent investment policies and 
processes on reporting and disclosure. Criteria include: 
disclosure of project portfolio, project assessment 
disclosure, commitment to output reporting. 

 

R  

 

ESPONSIBLE ISSUER 
Issuers with strong integrity and ESG standards, as well 
as a clear commitment to a sustainable model. Criteria 
include: positive ESG policies, programs and  performance. 

 
 
U 

 
 
SE OF PROCEEDS 

Ability to determine use of proceeds in the issuer 
framework to assure funded activities meet the AIM 
criteria. Criteria include: separate accounting for impact 
bond proceeds, external review, project alignment. 

 
 
M 

 
 
EASURABLE IMPACT 

All securities must offer mainstream market yields and 
provide reporting on the material & measurable 
environmental and social impacts. Criteria include: impact 
KPIs, baseline and target disclosures, impact reports to 
stakeholders. 

 
 

ESG integration 

We believe that environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues are critical and can influence 
investment risk and return. We integrate ESG considerations into our investment analysis through the 
SPECTRUM process. 
 
We believe that it is equally important to apply ESG analysis to issuers of bonds as it is to the projects 
funded by the bond itself. ESG factors include environmental impact reporting, climate change 
strategies and targets, labour standards and relations, board diversity, equal ity of opportunity, human 
rights, global supply chain management, diversity, marketing practices (including demand-side 
management to shape responsible consumption), corporate governance, business ethics and integrity. 
We consider policies, programs and performance in our ESG analysis. 
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Engagement 

W h y  w e e n gage  
 
As a specialist in fixed income impact investing, we view engagement as an integral part of our impact 
investing strategy, and it forms the foundation of our SPECTRUM process. We actively engage with 
potential and current impact bond issuers to promote the development and maintenance of standards 
that will ensure a high level of transparency and a clear ongoing commitment to positive environmental 
or social impact. Our goal is to work with issuers to enhance impact reporting in the market and to 
harmonise post issuance disclosure. We also engage for market development, participating in market 
initiatives and working groups, supporting collaborative investor statements and responding to investor 
surveys. This is an effective way to encourage best-practice development of the impact investing 
market, particularly as collaborations increase the weight of our voice. Working groups also provide 
important learning opportunities for our team. 
 
Our engagement can be classified into five different categories: 
 
1.  Engaging with issuers at roadshow to gain further details on an issuer’s framework such as choice 

of eligibility criteria, commitment to impact reporting, and on their ESG-related policies and 
performance. We engage with issuers that end up being included and excluded from our 
investable universe. 
 

2.  Engaging with issuers about impact reporting during our annual impact reporting data collection 
cycle, we engage with held issuers to confirm details or get further information related to the 
allocation and impact of their labelled bonds. 
 

3.  Updates / thematic engagements with issuers are carried out as necessary. We will engage with 
issuers on a specific theme or issue. For example, this could be a particular theme we want to learn 
more about, a controversial project that has been financed through a labelled bond, or an issuer-
level ESG concern. 
 

4.  Market development engagements through participation in market initiatives and working groups, 
supporting collaborative investor statements and responding to investor  surveys. 
 

5.  Engaging with intermediaries often through brokers contacting us with questions about issuer  best 
practice or feedback on labelled bond frameworks or the quality of issuer impact reporting. Providing 
feedback on frameworks and reporting is an important way to improve market practice. 

 
 
O b j e ctive s of  e n gage m en t  
 
The impact bond market is relatively new. Our goal is to help the market grow quickly while avoiding 
greenwashing or the weakening of standards. During our dialogue with issuers and the broader market, 
we advocate high standards in environmental and social  criteria. 
 
Examples of key topics from our engagements: 
 
• Business ethics and tax transparency. 
• Human rights and community relations. 
• Climate risk management aligned with TCFD. 
• Governance factors such as board independence and diversity. 
• Issuer strategy in relation to global climate and SDGs. 
• Transparency of green and impact bond frameworks. 
• Process of use of proceeds management. 
• Eligible project criteria. 
• Impact reporting practices and methodologies. 
• Annual sustainability reporting. 
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E n g agin g as  a bon dh olde r  
 
We believe that establishing dialogue with issuers is part of being an active owner of bonds. While 
active ownership and engagement are typically associated with equity investors, bondholders, as 
providers of capital to issuers, are also able to influence practices. In this context, we use our position to 
advocate for fair, responsible and sustainable business practices. 
 
As bondholders, our avenues for engagement differ from equity holders. While shareholders may vote 
proxies at company general meeting to express views, bondholders typically have no formal avenues 
for feeding back to an issuer. Therefore, we take the opportunity to enter into dialogue with issuers on 
key topics, such as environment, social and governance risk management, during roadshow mee tings. 
In addition to the roadshow meeting cycle, we pro-actively engage through calls, letters and in-person 
meetings with issuers to influence where practices have fallen short of our expectations, concerns have 
been raised because of controversies or impact reporting is not sufficiently transparent for our in-house 
portfolio calculations. 
 
 
R e portin g on  e ng age m en t 
 
Our annual Impact Report includes measurement and reporting on our engagements for the year. We 
give both quantitative and qualitative information to provide a complete picture of our engagement 
activity. 
 
 

Impact Reporting 
We deliver an annual Impact Report for each portfolio to provide evidence of the positive environmental 
and social impacts of the investments made, For example, our annual Impact Reports include: 

• Calculation of portfolio greenhouse gas emissions avoided. 

• The portfolio’s Weighted Average Carbon Intensity (WACI). 

• Portfolio alignment with UN SDGs. 

• Case studies of the projects supported. 

• Sector, geography and number of projects supported. 

• A variety of other impact metrics selected depending on the projects supported. 

Our Impact Reports are based primarily on impact data collection from issuers. We collect the most 
granular data available, aiming to collect project level information wherever possible. Engagement with 
issuers and collaborations with research partners also feed in important information to our impact 
reports. For example, we developed the Carbon Yield methodology with ISS ESG and Lions Head Global 
Partners, funded by The Rockefeller Foundation. 

In addition to our annual Impact Report, we provide quarterly reports which include example profiles on 
issuers and issuance held within the portfolios. 
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Exclusionary Criteria 
Issuers and issuances must meet our SPECTRUM Bond® criteria to be eligible for the investment 
universe that is used to build AIM portfolios. 
 
We would exclude investments in corporate issuers that: 
 
• Are involved in manufacturing and wholesale trading of tobacco products. 
• Are involved in the manufacture or sale of weapons and/or ammunition. 
• Are involved in gambling operations. 
• Are involved in thermal coal mining or production. 
• Are involved in exploration or extraction of unconventional oil and gas.1  

 
On a best effort basis, we seek to apply these exclusion policies with a zero-tolerance threshold. We 
expect issuers to have robust policies and reporting around their own excluded sectors. 
 
For non-corporate issuers, such as sovereigns, states and agencies, we review sanctions lists and avoid 
poor ESG performers as characterised by international organisations, such as The United Nations, The 
World Bank Group, International Monetary Fund, World Economic Forum and others. Overall, we 
examine sovereigns, states and state-controlled institutions and agencies on a case-by-case basis 
under our SPECTRUM Bond® criteria rather than have a rigid exclusion checklist. 
 
Definition of “involvement” – Issuers that are doing the production or manufacture of tobacco, 
ammunitions, weapons, gambling. This would be our zero-tolerance exclusion. In terms of 
banks/financial institutions that provide any form of financing to these entities, they would not trigger an 
automatic exclusion as they would be outside our definition of ‘involved in’ but we should examine them 
on a case-by-case basis through our SPECTRUM process. 
 
 

Portfolio Screening 

S a n ction s 
 
We monitor issuers under UN, EU and U.S sanctions. These issuers are updated and loaded into our 
investment management solution on a monthly basis, where coded compliance rules are in place to 
ensure our portfolio management team are alerted and blocked from transacting on those issuers at the 
earliest opportunity. 
 
We also maintain the ability to run any of our portfolio holdings through sanctions screening at the 
holding level at any time. 
 
C o n trove rsie s 
 
We monitor issuers for controversies including breaches of the United Nations Global Compact, the 
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the United Nations Guiding Principles for Business and 
Human Rights. Held issuers are run through a screening tool on a quarterly basis and interim alerts are in 
place to ensure we receive up to date information about any new breaches. A breach would trigger a 
rescore of the issuer using the SPECTRUM process, which would most likely involve engagement. 
Rescoring would assess whether a breach had occurred and therefore whether the issuer should be 
excluded from the SPECTRUM universe. 

 
 
 
 

 
1 Including tar/oil sands, shale gas and oil and arctic oil and gas. 
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Divestment Criteria 

If updated research moves an issuer / security from suitable for inclusion in our investable universe to 
unsuitable for inclusion, the Sustainability or Credit team removes it from our investable universe. In the 
case where we are currently invested in a security which is to be removed from the investable universe, 
the Portfolio Management team has 30 days to sell the security, unless, with the approval of the 
Investment Committee, we believe that selling in that time frame would be detrimental to client 
interests, in which case an extension would be authorised. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

This document has been prepared by Affirmative Investment Management Partners Limited (“Affirmative ”) solely for the purpose 
of providing background information to the person to whom it has been delivered. The information contained herein is strictly  
confidential and is only for the use of the person to whom it is sent and/or who attends any associated presentation. The 
information contained herein may not be reproduced, distributed or published, in whole or in part, by any recipient to any th ird 
parties without the prior written consent of Affirmative. Notwithstanding the foregoing, such person (and eac h employee, 
representative or other agent of such person) may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax 
treatment and tax structure of (i) the proposed investment program and (ii) any of its transactions, and all materials of any kind 
(including opinions or other tax analyses) that are provided to the recipient relating to such tax treatment and tax structur e, it 
being understood that “tax treatment” and “tax structure” do not include the name or the identifying information of  the parties to 
a transaction. 

The summary description included herein and any other materials provided to you are intended only for information purposes 
and convenient reference and are not intended to be complete. This information is not intended to provide and should not be 
relied upon for accounting, legal or tax advice or investment recommendations. You should consult your tax, legal, accounting , 
financial or other advisors about the issues discussed herein. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation with 
respect to the purchase or sale of any security. No offer or solicitation may be made prior to the delivery of a definitive private 
placement offering memorandum or equivalent document (the “Memorandum ”). PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS SHOULD REVIEW 
THE MEMORANDUM, INCLUDING THE RISK FACTORS AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN THE MEMORANDUM, BEFORE MAKING 

A DECISION TO INVEST. In addition, prospective investors should rely only on the Memorandum in making a decision to invest, 
although certain descriptions contained herein may be more detailed than those contained in the Memorandum.  

Investments in the investment program are speculative and involve a high degree of risk. The investment program may utilise 
leverage, which can make performance volatile. There is no secondary market for shares in the investment program and none is 
expected to develop. There are also restrictions on transferring interests and redeeming from the investment program. No 
guarantee or representation is made that the investment program, including, without limitation, the investment objectives, 
diversification strategies, or risk monitoring goals, will be successful, and investment results may vary substantially over time.  
Investment losses may occur from time to time. Nothing herein is intended to imply that the investment methodology may be 
considered “conservative”, “safe”, “risk free” or “risk averse”.  

The information provided in this document should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular 
security. There is no assurance that any securities discussed herein remain in the investment program’s portfolio at the time you 
receive this report or that securities sold have not been repurchased. The securities discussed do not represent the investme nt 
program’s entire portfolio and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of the investment program’s portfolio 
holdings. It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions or holdings discussed were or will prove to be 
profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the 
investment performance of the securities discussed herein. 

Past performance information contained in this document is not an indication of future perfor mance. It has not been audited or 
verified by an independent party and should not be seen as any indication of returns which might be received by investors in the 
investment program. Similarly, where projections, forecasts, targeted or illustrative returns  or related statements or expressions 
of opinion are given (“Forward Looking Information ”) they should not be regarded by any recipient of this document as a 
guarantee, prediction or definitive statement of fact or probability. Actual events and circumstan ces are difficult or impossible to 
predict and will differ from assumptions. A number of factors, in addition to any risk factors stated in this document, could  cause 
actual results to differ materially from those in any Forward Looking Information. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE NOR 
A GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS. NO ASSURANCE CAN BE MADE THAT PROFITS WILL BE ACHIEVED OR THAT 
SU BSTANTIAL LOSSES WILL NOT BE INCURRED. 

[Any financial indicators or benchmarks shown are for illustrative and/or comparative purposes only, may not be available for 
direct investment, are unmanaged, assume reinvestment of income, and have limitations when used for comparison or other 
purposes because they may have volatility, credit, or other material characteristics (such as number and types of securities or 
instruments) that are different from the investment program. A number of indices (each an “Index ”) are referenced herein. Each 
Index is presented because Affirmative feels that it serves as a useful point of comparison with as pects of the investment 
program’s portfolio management and composition. The investment program’s portfolio will not replicate the Index and no 
guarantee is given that performance will match the Index; it is not possible to invest in any index. There are significant 
differences between the investment program’s investments and the Index. For instance, the investment program may use 
leverage and may invest in securities that have a greater degree of risk and volatility, as well as less liquidity, than thos e 
securities contained in the Index. Moreover, the Index is not subject to any of the management fees or expenses that the 
investment program must pay. It should not be assumed that the investment program will invest in any specific securities that  
comprise the Index, nor should it be understood to mean that there is a correlation between the investment program’s returns 
and the Index’s performance. 

The distribution of this document may be restricted in certain jur isdictions.  This document is not intended for distribution to, or 
use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or 
regulation, and it is the responsibility of any person or persons in possession of this document to inform themselves of, and to 
observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction.  In particular, this document is not intended as marketing 
of any fund in the United Kingdom or any member state of the European Economic Area within the meaning of the Directive 
2011/61/EU on Alternative Investment Fund Managers. 

This document is not intended for distribution in the United States or for the account of US persons (as defined in Regulatio n S 
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under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”)) except to persons who are “qualified purchasers” (as 
defined in the US Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “Company Act”)) and “accredited investors” (as defined in 
Rule 501(a) under the Securities Act). Affirmative is registered with the US Securities and Exchange Commission as an investment 
adviser. Registration as an investment adviser does not imply any level of skill or training. The investment program is not, and 
will not be, registered under the Securities Act, the Company Act or the securities laws of any of the states of the United States 
and interests therein may not be offered, sold or delivered directly or indirectly into the United States, or to or for the account or 
benefit of any US person, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements 
of such securities laws.  

In the United Kingdom, this document is only available to persons who are, as applicable: (i) investment pro fessionals within the 
meaning of Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (“FP Order ”) or Article 14 
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment Schemes) (Exemptions) Order 2001 (the 
“PCIS Order”); (ii) high net worth companies and certain other entities falling within Article 49 of the FP Order or Article 22 of the 
PCIS Order; or (iii) any other persons to whom such communication may lawfully be made. It must not be ac ted, or relied, upon 
by any other persons. The investment program has not been authorised or recognised by the Financial Conduct Authority and 
investors will not have the benefit of the Financial Services Compensation Scheme or other protections available under the UK 
regulatory system. Recipients should also be aware that Affirmative is not acting for, or advising, them and is not responsib le for 
providing them with the protections available under the UK regulatory system. 

The information contained in this document has not be verified independently. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on 
the information and opinions contained in this document or their accuracy or completeness. Affirmative believes the informati on 
or opinions contained in this document to be reliable but does not warrant its accuracy or completeness. The estimates, 
investment strategies, and views expressed in this document are based upon current market conditions and/or data and 
information provided by unaffiliated third parties and is subject to change without notice. 

All rights reserved, Affirmative Investment Management Partners Limited (2022)  
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority FRN 658030, the SEC CRD Number 282138  
Registered in England & Wales no. 09077671 
Registered Office 55 Baker Street, London W1U 7EU 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


